INTRODUCTION
Reducible flowcharts are of interest with respect to certain code improvement techniques [ 11. Hecht and Ullman who introduced this class of flowcharts, provide a graph theoretic characterization [ 17, 181 . The flowcharts used by Thatcher, Wagner, and Wright in the target language of a compiler are reducible, too [7] .
In [ 11, 121 Elgot and Shepherdson provide an algebraic characterization of the class of finite reducible and accessible flowcharts by showing it to be freely generated from certain simple flowcharts by means of composition, sum, and scalar iteration.
In this paper Elgot and Shepherdson's results are extended to an enlarged class of reducible flowcharts having neither to be fully accessible nor finite. To achieve this extension a new operation on flowcharts is defined, the strong composition, producing almost accessible flowcharts. Furthermore the flow theory over SUR as used in [ 121 is replaced by a new kind of flow theory over MAP. Finally to cope with infinite flowcharts a partial order on flowcharts is defined.
The fact that with respect to this partial order every infinite almost accessible flowchart is the least upper bound of an w-chain of finite flowcharts then helps to extend our freeness results for classes of finite flowcharts to classes of infinite flowcharts.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we give some basic notation. Section 3 introduces the class of r-flowcharts, where r is a one-sorted signature. Further the subclasses of accessible, almost accessible, acyclic, and reducible I'-flowcharts are defined. In Section 4 we define the operations of composition, strong composition, pairing, sum, and scalar iteration of flowcharts, allowing to view classes of flowcharts as strict monoidal categories [ 191. The algebraic properties of these categories in Section 5 lead to the notion of a flow theory over MAP. In Section 6 freeness theorems are derived extending the results of Elgot and Shepherdson. The introduction of a partial order on Z?lowcharts in Section 7 then leads to the derivation of freeness results for infinite flowcharts in Section 8. Finally Section 9 provides nondeterministic programs on a stack machine as an example of rflowcharts.
BASIC NOTATION
We begin with some basic notation. Let Ord denote the set of all ordinal numbers and let w be the least translinite ordinal number. If a is an ordinal number, define If A is an arbitrary set, A * denotes the free monoid of all words over A, 0, is the unique mapping from 0 into A and 1, is the identity on A. If f: A -+ B is a mapping, the image of a E A under f is denoted by a$ The composition of f with a mapping g: B -+ C is written f -g, the pairing of f and g:C+B is (f;g):A+C-+B, and the sum of f and g:C-+D is ffg:
A + C-t B + D. All these mappings are defined as usual (see, e.g., [5] ). Furthermore let f * : A * -+ B* denote the unique extension off to a homomorphism of monoids.
For each n, p < o define MAP(n,p) = [[H] + [p]
] to be the set of all mappings from [n] to [p] , SUR(n,p) = [[n] -++ [p] ] to be the set of all subjective mappings from [n] to [p] , and INJ(n,p) = [[n] ++ [p] ] to be the set of all injective mappings from [n] to [p] . Let 
", z ;2;"), i.e., z(n, m) is the permutation of [n] and n + [ml.
A directed graph is a quadrupel G = (V, E, 0, r) with set of vertices V, set of edges E, source mapping u : E --+ V and target mapping z : E --) V. G is (partially) labeled iff there is a set of labels M and a (partial) labeling I: V --+ M. G is finite iff V and E are finite. G is locally finite iff for all v E V the set vc-' is finite. G is ordered iff for all v E V there is a k < o such that vu-' = {v} x [k] . A path rc in G from v E V to v' E V of length k is a word e, ... ek over E such that e,a = v, ekr = v', and for all iE [k] we have eit=ei+, u. Let 1, = E be the empty path from v to v. The set of all paths in G from v to ir is denoted by 17(G)( v, v'). Thus n(G) is the path category of G with set of objects V, set of morphisms n(G)( v, v') and concatenation of words over E as composition.
~-FLOWCHARTS
Following Elgot and Shepherdson r-flowcharts are defined to be multi-begin multiexit directed ordered graphs partially labeled with elements of a one-sorted signature r= {rili<w*
The elements of rI may be viewed as "machine operations," the elements of r, with i > 1 may be viewed as "tests" or "choice operations" having two or more exits (for an example, see Section 9). DEFINITION 3.1. Let I' be a one-sorted signature, n, p < CD.
(a) A r-flowchart f with n begins and p exits (or r-jlow from n to p) is a quadrupel f = (s, The vertices lb ,..., nb are the begins ofS, the (unlabeled) vertices s t I,..., s tp are the exits offI (b) Flo,(n,p) denotes the set of all r-flows from n to p. FFlo,(n,p) denotes the set of all finite r-flows from n to p.
Thus the set of vertices of a r-flow f from n to p of weight s is the set [s + p].
Every vertex i E [s] is the source of k = ) ir) edges, and for any j E [k] the target of edge (i,j) is the vertex (iz)j, the jth symbol of the word iz. The exits are the only unlabeled vertices of$ The ith begin will be denoted by and the ith exit will be denoted by m . EXAMPLE 3.1. The r-flow f=(2,b,t,I)EFlo,(l, 1) with lb= 1, lr=32, 25 = 1, 11= II, and 21= y is depicted in Fig. 1 . The r-flows as defined above essentially differ from the models chosen by Gallier [ 13, 151 and Burstall and Thatcher [8] . Their flowcharts are bipointed directed graphs the edges of which are labeled with operations and predicates. Furthermore Gallier's results depend on his specific choice of operations and predicates.
The next definition shows how to embed MAP and r into Flo,. (b) For all y E r, y^ is the r-flow shown in Fig. 3 .
The path category of the graph of a r-flow f is denoted by n(f). The set of all accessible r-flows from n to p will be denoted by AFlo,(n,p). The set of all almost accessible r-flows from n to p will be denoted by AAFlo,(n,p).
The corresponding sets of finite r-flows from n to p will be denoted by AFFlo,(n,p) and AAFFlo,(n, p).
Elgot and Shepherdson only consider accessible r-flows. But solving flowchart equations or looking for fixpoint semantics of recursive flowchart schemes one naturally arrives at inaccessible flowcharts [2 11 .
The almost accessible r-flows generalize the "CACI-schemes" defined in [lo]. Gallier [ 13, 151 is concerned only with a subclass of AFFlo,. since he requires every vertex to be on a path from the begin to the exit.
r-flows f = (s, b, r, r) and g = (s', b', 7', 1') from n to p usually are considered to be "essentially equal" or "isomorphic" if they differ only with respect to a renaming of their interior vertices. If the accessible parts off and g differ only with respect to a renaming, we call f and g "weakly isomorphic". Thus weakly isomorphic almost accessible r-flows are always isomorphic. Since all the operations on r-flows defined in the next section preserve isomorphism we are only interested in isomorphism classes of r-flows. Therefore we often write f = g instead off =: g. Thus in f m all interior vertices are accessible, i.e., up to isomorphism f m is the minimal almost accessible r-flow weakly isomorphic tof. The weight off m is always less or equal to w. The construction off m is similar to the reduction operation of [ 131 which would further eliminate all the vertices not on a path to an exit. Since the inaccessible vertices of a r-flow f cannot contribute to any computation off starting at a begin vertex, f m contains all the semantically relevant information. In this paper we thus restrict our attention to the class of almost accessible r-flows. Next the two classes of well-structured flowcharts are defined which will be of special interest in the following sections. An acyclic r-flow has a rather simple structure since every path through f can pass any vertex off at most once, i.e., there are no backedges [ 111.
In order to define the second class of well-structured flowcharts we need the notion of strongly connected sets and dominators of such sets. (b) A vertex j E U is a dominator of U iff every path from a begin vertex off into U enters U via j.
A dominator can be seen as a unique entry to a strongly connected set [ 111.
We are now able to define the class of reducible flowcharts. As an immediate consequence, we get operations the most essential of which are composition, sum (which they call seperated pairing), and scalar iteration. As an operation on almost accessible r-flows we further need the strong composition [20] . Definitions of these operations and of the pairing of flowcharts are given below.
In order to facilitate the schematic description a r-flow f from n to p is denoted by Fig. 4. 
Composition
For all n, p, q < w the composition of r-flows is a mapping * : Flo,(n, P) x Flo,(p, q) -+ Flo,(n, q).
Letf= (s, b, r, I) E Flo,(n,p), g = (s', b', t', 1') E Flo,(p, q). We getf. g E Flo,(n, q), the composition off and g, by identifying the p exits off with the p begins of g (see The operation of composition provides a characterization of almost accessible rflows in terms of accessible and trivial flows. Obviously AFlo, is closed under composition. But this is not true for AAFlo,. : Vertices which are accessible in g from begin i need be accessible no longer in f. g, if exit i off is not accessible. Thus a new operation is needed.
Strong Composition
For all n, p, q < w the strong composition of r-flows is a mapping * : Flo,(n,p) x Flor(p, q) -+ AAFlor(n, 4).
Let f and g be as in 4.1. Then f * g E AAFlo,(n, q), the strong composition off and g, is defined by f * g:= df. g)", i.e., f * g is the minimal r-flow weakly isomorphic to f. g. Obviously AAFlo, is closed under strong composition. Furthermore 
Sum
For all n, n', p, p' < w the sum of r-flows ("separated sum" [ 71, "seperated pairing" [ 111) is a mapping
Then we get f + g E Flo,(n + n',p +p'), the sum off and g, by laying f and g disjointly side by side (see Fig. 6 ). Formally f + g = (s", b", r", 2") is defined by For all n, m, p ( w the pairing of r-flows ("source-pairing" [lo], "coalesced sum" [7] ) is a mapping ( , ) : No&p)
x Flo,(m,p) -+ Flo,(n + m,p).
Let SE Flo,(n, p), g E Flo,(m,p). We get (f, g) E Flo,(n + m,p), the pairing off and g, by laying f and g disjointly side by side and identifying the exists (see Fig. 8 ).
Formally we define (f, g) := (f+ g) . (lP, lP). Obviously AFlo, and AAFlo, are closed under pairing. One easily verifies PROPOSITION 4.7. The pairing of r-flowcharts is associative. To define the scalar iteration of a r-flow a distinguished nullary operator 1 ("undefined") is needed. Therefore from now on we assume r to contain this special operator. For all p ( w the scalar iteration of a r-flow is a mapping
Letf= (s, b, z, 1) E Flo,( 1,p + 1). We getft E Flo,( l,p), the scalar iteration off, by identifying exit p t 1 with the begin, unless exit p + 1 is the begin off (see fig. 9 ).
Formally we have to consider two cases: This definition corresponds to the one chosen in [ 11, 12] . The vector iteration defined in [7] and [lo] is not needed for the purpose of this paper. One easily derives
(c) ForallfEFlo,(l,pt2),ftt=(f~(l~+(1,,l,)))t.
Proof See [20] .
Summarizing we get the following statements:
(Flo,, . , + , I,,), (AAFlo,, x, + , 1,) and (AFlo,, a , + , 1,) are strict monoidal categories with set of objects N,. 
FLOW THEORIES
In this section we define the category of flow theories over MAP in which the class of almost accessible reducible flowcharts later is shown to be a free object. We begin with a slightly more general notion, the flow theories over SUR [ 121. DEFINITION 
(a)
A flow theory over SUR is a strict monoidal category (T, . , + , 1,) extending SUR which satisfies the block permutation axiom
Vf, E Thpp,)9 Vi E V,,pJ (f, +f2) -~(P,,P,) = n(n,, n,). (f2 +f,). A reasonable requirement of morphisms of r-flows is to be the identity on trivial r-flows. Thus there cannot exist a morphism from AAFloFd into AFloFd, i.e., AAFloFd cannot be a free object of FlS. Therefore we define the more suitable flow theories over MAP [20] : DEFINITION 
A flow theory over MAP is a strict monoidal category (T, a, +, 1,) extending MAP and satisfying the block permutation axiom (as in Definition 5.1) and the injection axiom viE [2] vfi E T(nivPi)
Z~i\'"* ' (fi +fz) =A * IT/i'*. The definition implies that every flow theory over MAP is a flow theory over SUR, i.e., FlM is a subcategory of FlS. Since the injection axiom is not valid in Flo,, and since AFlo, does not extend MAP, FlM is a proper subcategory of FlS.
The following proposition illustrates the richness of FlM :
PROPOSITION 5.2. Every algebraic theory extending MAP is a jlow theory over MAP.
ProoJ In an algebraic theory T as defined in [6] we have for all f, E T(n, ,p,) andf, E T(n,A, (fi +a * X(P, YP2)
The injection axiom is trivially satisfied. Finally every algebraic theory is a strict monoidal category. 1
From Proposition 4.8 we know the injection axiom to be valid in (AAFlo,,: +, 1,). However, in general, the equation does not hold: For i E [2] let fi E AAFlo,(n,,p) and g E AAFlo,(p, q). If g is nontrivial, we have l;ii"'* U,,f*) *g=fi * .!YT llij"' * (fi,f*) * g=f2 *g* Hence (r;ii"z * (f,, f,) * g, IFii"* * gv ~~21jnz * (f,9 f*) * S) = (fl * S9fi * g) # (f,, fi) * g. This implies Furthermore we have [20] PROPOSITION 5.5. Every w-continuous algebraic theory extending MAP is a scalar iteration jlow theory over MAP.
Proof: Let T be an o-continuous algebraic theory [6] extending MAP. For all n, p < o T(n,p) contains a least element I, i.e., T is pointed.
The scalar iteration may be defined on T as follows [2] : For p < w and f~ T( 1,p + 1) let the sequence df"'),., w be defined by f'"' := I ,,p and for all i < w f""' :=f. (l,,fo').
Obviously we have for all i < w f"' <f""). 
FREENESS RESULTS FOR FINITE FLOWCHARTS
In [ 121 Elgot and Shepherdson show AFFloF to be freely generated from r by composition and sum, and AFFloFd to be freely generated from r by composition, sum, and scalar iteration. In this section their results are extended to almost accessible r-flowcharts.
We begin by defining the notion of a factorization of a r-flow (following [ 121).
DEFINITION 6.1. Let f E AAFlo~(n, p).
(a) An alternating factorization off is defined as a tripe1 (a, A, g), where a E SUR(n, r + q), A : [r] + r and g E AAFlor(t + q,p) such that f = a * (ZA+l,)*g(ZA:=lA+2A+-.+rA).
(b) A normal factorization off is an alternating factorization off in which r + q is minimum and among all such minimum r + q r is maximum.
In view of Proposition 4.2 we could have phrased this definition using the notion of alternating factorization as defined in [ 121. DEFINITION 6.1'. Let f E AAFlojY(n,p), f' E AFloF(n, r), /3 E INJ(r, p) such that f = f' -/3. An alternating factorization off then is a triple (a, A, g*/?) such that (a, A, g) is an alternating factorization of the accessible r-flow f '.
Thus statements on alternating factorizations of accessible acyclic r-flows directly imply statements on alternating factorizations of almost accessible acyclic r-flows. As shown for AFFlo, in [12] , we thus have PROPOSITION 6.1. Up to interspersed permutations every acyclic P-flow in AAFlo,. has a unique normal factorization.
Proof
The extension to infinite r-flows is possible since the proof of the corresponding result in [ 121 does not make use of the weight of a r-flow. 1
As mentioned above, Elgot and Shepherdson show AFFloy to be a free object of FlS. We thus have THEOREM 6.1. If T is a flow theory over SUR, then every mapping #,, : P + T has a unique extension to an FE-morphism ): AFFloF --t T, This theorem is quite useful in deriving an "extension lemma" for AAFFloy :
) is a flow theory over MAP, every mapping tiO : r -+ T has a unique extension to a mapping $ : AAFFlop + T such that for all f E AAFFloy, f'EAFFloF, and aEINJ such thatf=f'*a we havef#=f'd.a.
Proof. Since every flow theory over MAP is a flow theory over SUR Theorem 6.1 implies that tiO has a unique extension to an FlS-morphism 6: AFFloF + T.
If we have f, , fi E AFFlop, a,, a2 E INJ such that f = fi * a, = fi * a2 there exists a permutation n such that f, =f2 * rr and a2 = 71 . al. Thus fii-a,=dfi*~Z)6-a, =f,qJ. n. a, =f,J-a,.
Therefore the anticipated extension of 0, is uniquely defined by f# :=f, 6. a,. 1 In order to show the mapping 4: AAFloF + T to be an FIM-morphism we need In [ 121 this theorem is stated for AFFlo,. The proof proceeds as follows: First a one-sorted signature R is defined in bijective correspondence with @,r, i.e., for every c E (qr),, we have a unique operator symbol OE E Q,. RED is defined to transform any reducible r-flow f into an acyclic S&flow f RED by replacing every component off by the appropriate operator symbol. SUB then maps every operator symbol into the corresponding component flow. From Theorem 6.2 we know that SUB has a unique extension to an FIM-morphism. RED is called reduction and SUB is called substitution. The details of the proof may be found in [ 12, 201. As a consequence of Theorem 6.3 and Proposition 6.1 we get In [ 12, 201 the function "it" is shown to be well defined. The following lemma considerably paves the way towards the proof of the next freeness theorem. + (11, 11) ).
(6) wSUBit < jSUBit * (g+ SUB)+it = 1 + g+SUBit.
(7) wSUBit >jSUBit* (g+ SUB)'it =g+ SUBit and (wSUB)G, (g+ SUB)G > 0.
Finally we get (8) fit @it <fit + 1.
For sake of brevity we only give the proof of (8) . The other proofs may be found in [20] .
In casef'G=jG we havef=ft*$'$ and5$=%& Thus f+it = 1 + max =l+max =fit.
g'+ it ( g' E qfl and g'G > 0) g'+ it 1 g' E %$ and g'G > 0}
Otherwise we have f 'G > f G and thus (fRED)+'G > GfRED) G = 0. Since dfRED)+ = g * h and g E g&n)+, we also have gG > 0. Furthermore (1) implies fit = max(g+SUBit, HUBit) and (2) implies f +it = max(( g+SUB)+it, MUBit). From (6) and (7) The restriction to strict mapppings is not essential: If r is not assumed to contain the distinguished operator 1, then any mapping 4: r-, T obviously has a unique extension to a strict mapping 4' :r, --) T.
We thus have extended the freeness results of [ 121 to the case of almost accessible r-flows. The next two sections provide a further extension to infinite r-flows.
PARTIAL ORDER OF FLOWCHARTS
Assume the trivial partial order on r, i.e., for all y, y' E r we have y < y' iff y = I or y = y' (remember that r is assumed to contain I). Further define for all f~ Flo, Aj to be the set of all accessible vertices of f labeled with I, i.e., A: = {j E A,J jl = I). The following definition of a partial order on r-flowcharts is close to corresponding notions for Z-trees [3] and graphs [ 131. Thus whenever we have f Q o g, f and g coincide in the accessible part off which is not labeled with 1, and the part of g differing from f is mapped by q4 onto those accessible vertices off labeled with -L. EXAMPLE 7.1. Let f and g be given as in Fig. 10 . Then we have f Q * g, where # is mapping those vertices of g which are labeled with y, and y2 onto the corresponding vertices off, and the vertices labeled with y3 and y., onto the vertex off which is labeled with 1.
Another important notion characterizes the "distance" between a vertex and the begin of a r-flow. For all n, p < o and n > 0 we define a special r-flow l,,p E AAFlo,(n,p) by 1 := (l,b, r, I), where deycted in Fig. 11 .
[nJ b = {I}, Is= E, and ll= 1. Thus I,,, is the r-flow
Obviously for all f E Flo,(n,p)A,# 0 implies I,,,, <f: In AAFlor(n,p) all elements of MAP(n,p) are isolated, i.e., incomparable, with respect to the partial order on r-flows. Let us call a partially ordered set weakly strict (weakly w-complete) iff it is a strict (co-complete) set augmented by isolated elements. The least element of the maximal strict subset of a weakly strict set M is called least element of M, usually denoted by I,,,. We thus have Thus, as is well known in the case of E-trees [3] , f"' can be viewed as a finite approximation of J In [20] the following important theorems are derived :
THEOREM 7.1. For all n, p < o AAFlo,(n, p) is weakly w-complete.
Let us call a mapping 4 mapping a weakly strict set A into a weakly strict set B strict iff (1) for each a E A, a# isolated in B implies a isolated in A and (2) The rather lengthy proofs may be found in [20] . As an obvious consequence of these theorems and Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 we get THEOREM 7.4. AAFloF is the least category with weakly w-complete sets of morphisms containing the elementary r-flows and being closed under strong composition and sum. THEOREM 7.5. AAFloFd is the least category with weakly w-complete sets of morphisms containing the elementary r-flows and being closed under strong composition, sum, and scalar iteration.
FREENESS RESULTS FOR INFINITE FLOWCHARTS
In this section the freeness results of Section 5 are extended to infinite r-flows. Our approach is closely related to the technique employed by [3] in the case of C-trees.
First we have to introduce partially ordered and w-continuous flow theories. Proof. According to Theorem 8.1 4,, has a unique extension to a PPFlMmorphism 6: AAFFloF + T. Each f E AAFloF is the least upper bound of the ochain df"')i, w. Furthermore for all i < o we have f"' E AAFFloy. Define f# := Ui<w f "'~. This least upper bound exists since 6 is monotonic and T is wcontinuous. Obviously Q is an extension of $. It remains to show that d is a CPFlMmorphism and that it is unique.
Assume f, g E AAF!oF(n,p) such that f Q g. Lemma 8.2(b) implies for all i < w f (i) <g'". Si rice $ is monotonic, we have for all i < w f (i'J< g"'$ whence f# Ley i<;{'nj Q u ,< w g"'j = g#, i.e., $ is monotonic. , i<. be an o-chain in AAFloT(n,p) and f := Ui<,~. Since for all iA <f, we have fi) <f#. Thus f# is an upper bound of the f,$. Let g be another upper bound. According to Lemma 8.2(a) there exists for each n < o a j < o such that f (") <J;, or since $ is monotonic f ("'4 gfi# <g implying f# = Llicw f ci'$ <g. Thus f# = U,,,A# and $ is w-continuous.
To show 4 to respect the operations on r-flows assume f E AAFloF(n,p), g E AAFloy(p, q). 
Thus AAFlop is a free object in CPFlM with respect to strict mappings. Before we can derive an analogous result for reducible r-flows partially ordered and w-continuous scalar iteration flow theories have to be introduced. The proof is completely analogous to the proof of Theorem 8.2.
AN EXAMPLE:NONDETERMINISTIC

FLOWCHARTS
In this section we present an operator system r which provides an extension to the class of flowcharts serving as the target language of a compiler in [ 71.
We start from the same abstract data type as Thatcher, Wagner, and Wright: Let ,?Y and E be the {int, Boolj-sorted signature and set of axioms as defined in [7] . Let S be a (& E)-algebra such that Sint = Z and S,,,, = { 1,2), where tt, = 2. The axioms ensure a reasonable integer arithmetic within S.
The operations of r are to be interpreted as operations on a stack machine consisting of a random access memory and a stack. Each memory cell contains an integer and is represented by an element of Id, a nonempty set of identifiers. The contents of each cell may be loaded on top of the stack. The topmost stack elements are available for arithmetic and Boolean operations as defined in 5'. Furthermore it is possible to load the topmost stack element into the memory, and there is a nondeterministic choice operation.
This informal description of the stack machine is made precise by the following definition of r and of an interpretation I.
Let the one-sorted operator system r be defined as follows: Section 9 demonstrates how this result reduces the investigation of specific statements in programming languages to the definition of an operator system r, and to choosing an appropriate w-continuous scalar iteration flow theory over MAP as a semantic domain. It should be interesting to include statements like "fork" and "join" known from parallel programming languages.
As is demonstrated in [20, 21] the freeness of AAFloFd further allows to define fixpoint semantics of recursive flowchart schemes in the same mathematically elegant way as is well known in the case of recursive tree schemes [2, 131. This might lead to a significant extension of the compiler correctness results of [ 7 J by allowing recursive structures in the source language.
